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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Subject: Petition 0357/2012 by Yann Flory (French), on behalf of Nappe phréatique en 
danger - Destocamine, on threats to groundwater reserves in Wittelsheim 
(Haut Rhin)

1. Summary of petition

STOCAMINE, a former potassium mine in Alsace, was granted authorisation in 1997 by 
prefectural decree, to host toxic waste. Some 44,000 tons were stocked until 2002, when there 
was a fire and the activity came to a halt. A battle has been raging ever since about how to 
handle this waste. The petitioner and his interest group would like to see the waste removed 
and stored somewhere else. He considers that it presents a threat to groundwater reserves in 
the Rhine basin, a unique drinking water reserve in Europe. He invites the Committee to come 
and see for themselves in order to appreciate the threat. He alleges that the French authorities 
are being negligent and failing in their duties.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 6 July 2012. Information requested from Commission under Rule 
202(6).

3. Commission reply, received on 24 October 2012

Underground landfilling (or underground storage) is regulated by Landfill Directive1.  The 
directive does not include strict rules concerning location and management of the landfill, but
it contains list of requirements which should be taken into consideration by the competent 
authority of the Member State. The final decision on the selection of a landfill location and on 
the authorisation of a landfill including the assessment of environmental risks needs to be 
taken by the competent authorities of the Member State. 

                                               
1 Directive 1999/31/EC on the landfill of waste, OJ L 182, 16.7.1999, p. 1–19.
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The petitioner does not provide any evidence showing that the French authorities have not 
complied with the above-mentioned obligations and, while he points at potential risks, no 
evidence has been provided that the landfill in question has a serious impact on the 
environment (especially on ground waters). 

The Water Framework Directive1 and the Groundwater Directive2 set requirements for the 
quality of groundwater. Member States are required to assess the chemical status of 
groundwater, avoid deterioration of groundwater bodies and bring water bodies into good 
chemical status by 2015. 

The French authorities transposed the above-mentioned legislation and established River 
Basin Management Plans (RBMPs) including measures to ensure the good status of 
groundwater by 2015. The RBMPs were drawn with extensive public consultation procedure. 
Links to the plans can be found here: 

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/participation/map_mc/countries/france_en.htm

An expert report was commissioned by the French authorities concerning Stocamine. The 
expert report shows that the French authorities are aware of the problems and that they are 
ready to ensure that the requirements of the above-mentioned directives are met. 

The Commission cannot identify any breach of EU legislation.

                                               
1 Directive 2000/60/EC, OJ L 327, 22.12.2000.
2 Directive 2006/118/EC, OJ L 372, 27.12.2006.


